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This audiobook will introduce you to day trading, starting with the important question, is it right for

you? If it is, this audiobook will tell you how to get started, how to make money, how to avoid losing

money, and a lot of the technical information you'll need. Within this audiobook, you'll find the

answers to these questions and more. Just some of the questions and topics covered include: Is

day trading right for you? What do you need to be a day trader? How to set up a brokerage account

Some things to know first Looking at graphs Trading patterns and strategies Trading on margin Day

trading in options Day trading on the foreign exchange market And more! Listen now!
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I got this book because I've started dabbling in small-budget investing just to see what would

happen. I wanted to get more information about what day trading actually involved and if it would be

something I would be interested in.First of all, the book definitely cemented my belief that I am NOT

a day trading investor in style. I'm more of a long-term investor.Second, the book provided a good

overview of various techniques to help beginners get a taste of the techniques that are part of day

trading.The book is missing tools and resources, though. If you are someone who is familiar with

investing and wanted to get an overview of some techniques that may want to look into. If you don't

know a lot about investing (like me), then you might know a couple more strategies that come with

day trading but you won't know exactly how to do them.

A perfect tool you can use in learning the trading industry. Baron McBane did an amazing job in



writing this eBook because many individual can benefit from this eBook. The eBook will teach you

and provide you a better understanding on what Day Trading is all about. You will learn and be

familiarize with the basic terminology associated with day trading. A brief explanation on trading

patterns and strategies are included in this eBook. This eBook provided a detailed guidelines in

choosing your brokerage. After reading this eBook you will be able to set up your own trading

account where you can buy and sell your product and make profit. Highly recommended, most

especially to those who wants to try their luck in the world of trading industry!!!

This guidebook is helpful and well written. By the help of this book I have come to know more about

day trading. Inside of this book the author has described about how make money with sticks,

options, and more. Actually, I had a huge interest to know more about day trading and for that

reason I purchased this book. My uncle suggested me about this book and this book fulfilled my

expectation. This book guided me about how to get started and how to avoid losing money. Inside

of this book I have found a lot of technical information. By the help of this book I have understood

about how to set up a brokerage account. I have also learned trading patterns and strategies.

Overall, I found this book a perfect and very helpful guidebook. If you have any interest about day

trading, then I will suggest this book.

I am a real beginner in day trading, but this book helped me to understand the procedure, the

benefits and see the result of day trading. It answered all my questions, all I need now is practice. I

am really very satisifed with this purchase as it has no fluff, just detailed, logically explained

information on this issue. I am really very thankful to the author for such a professionally written

book, recommend.

Itâ€™s a good beginnerâ€™s guide to day trading. I am learning this. From this book, you can get

idea about what do you need to be a day trader, how to set up a brokerage account, some things to

know first, looking at graphs, trading patterns and strategies, trading on margin, day trading in

options, day trading on the foreign exchange market. All needed information is here.

At first I thought I will never learn how to do business in this day trading but when I found this book

on  I immediately grab and it learn the basics of day trading just by reading this eBook. I know I am

not a very skilled person when it comes to reviewing stuff but this book has made my life easy in

learning day trading!



I don't think this is necessarily a book for beginners. However, it's a book that beginners should

read. You will learn that it's all about hard work, and that the folks who sell you systems are selling

you fool's gold. (I learnt this the hard way, and then had it demonstrated by my mentor.) You'll also

learn exactly why you will fail, and what to do to turn yourself into a successful trader.One of the

best and most comprehensive books I've read on trading - and that's saying something.

This book regarding Day Trading has been a very worthwhile read for me. It contains everything you

need to know about stock investment in all senses as the matter can be too foreign for some who

are just coping their way through a new world. The book is as elaborate as it goes and gives you so

many options on whether how would you want to proceed with everything that you decide in here.

The book contains a lot of information but they're all made easy to digest thank to the author!
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